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ancestor.Other mutationsare favoredby
naturalselection becausethey benefit the
organism.Some of these mutationsspread
among the individualsand accumulatein
the specie, and this process is also timedependent.The regularityof the processby
which nucleotide substitutions occur makes

it possibleto reconstructthe historicalrelations amongspeciesand also to assigndates
to relevantevents.That is, thereis a molecularclock of evolution,which is not a metronomicclock like ordinarytimepiecesthat
measuretime intervalsprecisely,but rathera
stochasticclock that is dependent,like radioactivedecay, on events that occur with
constantprobabilities.
The evolutionaryinformationencoded
in the DNA has the notoriousattributeof
being effectivelyinexhaustible.The nucleotide sequence of a single gene or small
DNA fragmentis often sufficientto solve a
particularevolutionaryquestion,but organisms have many genes (-100,000 in primatesand othermammals).The evolutionary informationobtained by investigating
one gene can be supplementedwith tlhe
investigationof additionalgenes until the
informationbecomes sufficient to settle a
particularissue.The practicallimits are resources,financialcosts, and time.

The Reconstruction of Genealogy
The methodology used to reconstruct evo-

lutionarygenealogiescan be illustratedwith
a simple example (2). Figure 1 shows a
schematic comparisonamong four DRB1
gene sequences,two fromhumansand two
fromchimpanzees,each of 270 nucleotides;
the dataforthe six pairwisecomparisonsare
given in Table 1. The most similarpairare
the human gene Hs*1103 and the chimpanzeegene Pt*0309,which have been arrangedin Fig. 2 to indicatethat they share
a recent ancestor with each other. The
SCIENCE * VOL. 270
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It has been proposed that modern humans descended from a single woman, the "mitochondrial Eve" who lived in Africa 100,000 to 200,000 years ago. The human immune
system DRB1 genes are extremely polymorphic, with gene lineages that coalesce into an
ancestor who lived around 60 million years ago, a time before the divergence of the apes
from the Old World monkeys. The theory of gene coalescence suggests that, throughout
the last 60 million years, human ancestral populations had an effective size of 100,000
individuals or greater. Molecular evolution data favor the African origin of modern humans,
but the weight of the evidence is against a population bottleneck before their emergence.
The mitochondrial Eve hypothesis emanates from a confusion between gene genealogies
and individual genealogies.

The author is the Donald Bren Professor of Biological
Sciences at the Universityof California,Irvine,and chairman of the AAAS Board of Directors. This articleis adapted from a lecture delivered at the 161 st annual meeting of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science in Atlanta on 18 February1995.
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Francisco J. Ayala

The DNA of organisms embodies virtually
unlimited information about their evolutionary history. The information is encoded
in the linear sequence of the four nucleotide components of, DNA (adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine) in the same
fashion as semantic information is encoded
in the sequence of letters of an English text.
Molecular evolution investigations of DNA
sequences have been largely directed toward reconstructing the phylogeny (evolutionary history) of species relations. But
many other issues can be explored. I have
used genes of a particular kind, those involved in the immune response, to investigate the size of human populations from the
time of the origin of our species and earlier
in order to ascertain whether the existence
of the mythical Eve has been confirmed by
science, as some reports claim (1).
Evolution is a time-dependent gradual
process. At the genetic level, evolution occurs by accumuLlated
substitutions of one nucleotide by another in the DNA of the organism. Nucleotide mutations arise with
constant probabilities, but most are lost by
chance shortly after their origin. The fate of
the rest depends on their effects on the
organism. Many mutations are injurioulsand
are readily eliminated by natural selection.
Other mutations are adaptively neutral or
nearly so; that is, the replacement of one
nucleotide by another is of little or no consequence to the organism's welfare. These
mutations occasionally spread and become
fixed in the species at rates that are constant,
so that the number of differences between
two species is roughly proportional to the
time since their divergence from a common
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Fig. 1. Comparison of two human (Hs) and two
chimpanzee (Pt) DNA sequences. The segments
compared are 270 nucleotides that make up exon
2 of the DRB1 gene. The differences between
sequences are represented by vertical bars.

other two genes, Hs*0302 and Pt*0302, are
also more similar to one another than to
Hs-*l 103 or Pt*0309, and they are also
paired in Fig. 2. The two doublets are then
linked to indicate that all four genes derive
from a common ancestral gene. Branch
lengths can be made proportional to the
number of nucleotide changes that occurred
in each branch, as inferred from Table 1.
One noteworthy property of these four
genes is that the two human sequences are
more different from one another than
each is from one chimpanzee gene. Hence,
the lineages of the two human genes diverged from each other more than 6 million years ago (Ma), the approximate time
when the lineages of humans and chimpanzees diverged. The ancient origin of
these and other' DRBl gene lineages is a
property that makes them particularly
suitable for ascertaining the history of ancient human populations.

Genealogy of DRB1 Genes
DRB 1 is one of -100 genes that make up
the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) complex, whiclh extends over a DNA segment 4
million nucleotides long located on chromosome 6. The HLA genes specify molecules with a critical role in tissuLecompatibility and in defense against pathogens and
parasites. These genes are arranged in two
distinct groups, class I and class II, separated
by several dozen genes that have functions
mostly unrelated to the immune response
(Fig. 3).
The HLA complex is homologous to the
major h-istocompatibility gene complex
(MHC) of mammals and other vertebrates
(3). MHC molecules on the surfaces of certain cells bind protein fragments (antigens)
and present them to lymphocytes called T
Table 1. Numbers of nucleotide differences
among four DRB1 genes, two from humans (Hs)
and two from chimpanzees (Pt).

Gene

Hs*11O3

Pt*0309

Pt*O3O2

Hs*0302
Hs*11O3
Pt*03O9

18

18

12
20
20

9

Hs*0302
Pt*0302
Hs*1103
Pt*0309

Fig. 2. Genealogical tree of the four DRB1 genes
in Fig. 1, representing their patterns of evolutionarydivergence. Branch lengths are proportionalto
the nucleotide differences between the genes (Table 1).

cells. When antigen-presenting cells contact
T cells that bear receptors matching a particular combination of protein fragment and
MHC molecule, the T cells are stimulated to
proliferate and to initiate the specific arm of
the immune response, including the secretion of specific antibodies.
The recognition of protein fragments is
mediated by a specialized groove on the surface of the MHC molecule, called the peptide-binding region, that consists of some 50
amino acids (4). The composition of these
amino acids varies from one MHC molecule
to another, and this variation is responsible
for the tremendouspolymorphismcharacteristic of the MHC molecules and their encoding genes. In people, as well as in other
mammals, scores of gene variants (alleles)
may exist at any one of several MHC loci,
and some of the allelic pairs may differ at
>100 nucleotide sites (5). The MHC polymorphisms are ancient, with gene lineages
that can be traced back for millions of years,
in primates (6-8) as well as in rodents (9).
Figure 4 represents the genealogy of 119
DRB 1 genes, of which 59 are from humans,
40 are from apes, and 20 are from Old
World monkeys (Table 2). In this genealogy, the length of each branch is proportional to the number of nucleotide substitutions
that have occurred in that lineage. Thus,
we see at the bottom of the figure that of
the two macaque genes, Mm*0301 and
Mm*0302, the first one has changed more
than the second.

Age of the Human
DRB1 Lineages
The DRB1 human gene lineages are very
ancient, as is apparent from the distant
associations between some human genes

relative to those from other species. For
example,the nine humangenes at the top
of Fig. 4 are closely relatedto one another,
but they are moredistantlyrelatedto other
humangenesin the genealogythan they are
to the six genes immediatelybelow them,
includingone drill gene and four macaque
genes. The evolutionarydivergenceof the
hominoids(humansand apes)fromthe cercopithecoids (Old World monkeys) occurredaround35 Ma, at the boundarybetween the Eocene and Oligocene epochs.
The relationsshown in Fig. 4 demonstrate
that several human gene lineages already
existed at that time.
The ageof the humanDRB1 lineagescan
be appraisedby calibratingthe DRBl molecularclock,whichyieldsa rateof 1.06 x 1onucleotide substitutionsper site per year
(10). Figure5 displaysa genealogyof the 59
humanDRBl genes,constructedby a method that usesthe averagerateof evolutionto
determinethe lengthof branches.The time
scale at the bottom highlightsthree points
that approximately
correspondto important
events in humanevolution:the divergence
of the orangutanlineage at 15 Ma, the divergenceof humansandAfricanapes(chimpanzeesandgorillas)at 6 Ma, and the emergence of Homoerectusat 1.7 Ma.
These points of referenceare usefulfor
determiningthe numberof gene lineagesin
existence at a given time, which is done by
countingthe numberof lineagesintersected
by a vertical line drawn from the time
point. Forexample,32 humanlineageswere
alreadyin existence around6 Ma, which
implies,correspondingly,that the other 27
lineages arose after the hominid lineage
divergedfromthe Africanapes.The genealogy of all humangenes coalescesat -60
Ma, which is to say that the humanDRBl
genes starteddivergingthat long ago.

Human Ancestral Populations
If 32 DRB1 gene lineages have persisted
since 6 Ma, it followsthat no fewerthan 16
individualscould have lived at any given
time over that long span. The minimum
number of individuals must have been
much larger,becausethe probabilityis effectively zero that all 16 individualsin a
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surely too high), the coalescence occurs 4

million generationsbefore the present. If
Table 2. Species and number of DRB1 genes.
Symbol
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Gg
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populationwouldbe heterozygotes(that is,
carryingtwo differentgenes), each for two
genes differentfrom all others.The theory
of gene coalescenceand other mathematical theories formulatedin the last decade
providemodelsand analyticaltools for extractinginformationabout human populations fromthe DRB1genealogy.
The coalescence theory examines the
genealogicalrelationsbetween genes (11).
Accordingto this theory,all genes (alleles)
presentin an extant populationmust have
descendedfroma singlegene, to which they
coalesce. The theory was first formulated
for neutralor nearlyneutralgenes that do
not modifythe welfareof the organism.In a
randommating populationat equilibrium,
the meancoalescencetime of neutralgenes
is given by T = 4N[1 - (I/i)] generations,
where T is the numberof generationsto
coalescence,N is the effective size of the
population, i is the number of sampled
genes, and the variance is large (12). For
any two genes (i = 2), the mean coalescence time reducesto T = 2N generations;
for a largenumberof genes, the mean coalescencetime is T 4N. Thus, in a population with N = 1 million individuals,
genes areexpectedto convergeto their one
ancestor4 million generationsearlier.
The coalescenceequationcan be usedin
the oppositedirection,so that we can estimatepopulationsizeif the coalescencetime
is known.The humanDRB1 genescoalesce
to their last common ancestorat -60 Ma
(Fig. 5), in the middlePaleocene,10 to 20
millionyears(My) beforethe divergenceof
the New Worldand Old Worldmonkeys.If
we assumethat the averagegenerationtime
over this long span is 15 years (which is
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Fig. 3. Location of some polymorphicgenes withinthe HLAcomplex in human chromosome 6. There are
two sets of genes, class Iand class 11,separated by a region with unrelated genes. The number of variant
genes (alleles) known at a locus appears under the box that indicates the location of the gene. The scale
below gives the number of nucleotides (x 1000) along the segment.
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Scientific name
(common name)
Apes
Homo sapiens (human)
Pan paniscus (bonobo
or pygmy
chimpanzee)
Pan troglodytes
(chimpanzee)
Gorillagorilla (gorilla)
Pongo pygmaeus
(orangutan)
Old Worldmonkeys
Macaca mulatta (rhesus
macaque)
Macaca nemestrina
(pigtailmacaque)

Mandrillus
leucophaeus
(drill)
Papiohamadryas
(hamadryasbaboon)

Genes
59
4
24
10
2

16
1

2
1

1931

the DRB1 polymorphismwere neutral,the
coalescencedate wouldrequirea long-term
populationof 1 million individuals.
We need to qualifythis conclusionwith
two observations.
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mate of the mean of the populationover time,
the estimate refers to the hannonic mean,
which has the important property of being
affected disproportionatelymore by smaller
than by largernumbers.The estimate of N is
therefore consistent with population sizes
much greaterthan 1 million for many generations, but it is not compatible with much
smaller population sizes for very many generations. Second, because of the large variance
of the coalescence equation, the estimate of N
is readilycompatiblewith values between, say,
500,000 and 2 million individuals (13).
The previous calculations are for neutral
genes, but the DRB1 genes are subject to
overdominant natural selection, that is, heterozygotesfor HLA genes are better off than
are homozygotes (3, 14); for instance, heterozygotesdisplayenhanced resistanceto Plasmodiumfalciparum,the parasite that causes
malignant malaria(15). Overdominant selection, like other forms of balancing selection,
increases the probability that gene polymorphisms will persist over time, and thus it
reducesthe numberof individualsrequiredfor
their persistence.
In the case of balancing selection, the
coalescence process has the same structureas
in neutral gene genealogy, except for a scaling factor, fs so that the time to coalescence
in generations is estimated by T = Nfs (1618). The scaling factor depends on the selected mutation rate as well as on the selection coefficient, s, which measures the advantage accruing to the heterozygotes. Estimates of s range from 0.0007 to 0.019 (7, 14,
15). If we assume values of s = 0.01 to 0.03,
the population size requiredfor maintaining
to
the DRB1 polymorphism is -125,000
-300,000 individuals (Table 3) (19, 20).
The time to coalescence has been estimated at 60 My on the basis of the genealogy reconstructed in Fig. 5. We can reach
the same estimate by a somewhat different
route. According to the theory of coalescence, if we sample any two genes at random, the expected value for their coalescence is 2N. Figure 6 displays the distribution of genetic distance between pairs of the
59 human DRBJ alleles. The mean distance
value is 0.067, which, on the basis of the
rate of the DRB1 evolutionary clock, yields
an average coalescence time of 2N = 31.6
My. This value is in reasonable agreement

Fig. 4. Genealogical tree of 1 19 DRB1 genes (exon
2) from humans (Hs) and other primates (Table 2).
The tree was made with the use of the neighborjoining algorithm(41) on the basis of genetic distances (D) estimated by Kimura'stwo-parameter
method (42). The matrixof genetic distances has
7021 entries that represent all pairwise comparisons between the 1 19 genes. Branch lengths are
proportionalto the estimated nucleotide substitutions along the branch; the scale bar represents
0.01 D. Sequence sources are listed in (5).
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with the value of 4N = 60 My obtainedby
reconstructingthe genealogy.

Experimental Simulated
Populations
The coalescence theory draws inferences
about past events on the basis of observations about currentpolymorphisms.These
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genes (exon 2), constructed according to the 'average linkage" method [(39), p. 31; also known as
the unweighted pair-group method using arithmetic averages (UPGMA)(43)], on the basis of
genetic distances (D)estimated by Kimura'stwoparameter method (42) for the 1711 pairwise
comparisons between the genes. The average
linkage method assumes equal rates of evolution
along the branches. The time scale is based on a
rate of evolution of 1.06 x 10-9 substitutions per
nucleotide site per year, estimated by the minimum method (8) on the basis of genetic distances
between species that diverged at differenttimes.
The species compared for estimating the rate of
evolution are Homo-Pan, Homo-Gorilla,and PanGorilla at 6 My; Homo-Pongo, Pan-Pongo, and
Gorilla-Pongo at 15 My;Pan-Macaca and GorillaMacaca at 35 My; and Homo, Pan, and Gorilla,
each compared with species of New World monkeys at 40 My. The regression equation is D =
0.0099 + 0.00106 My; if the minimum-minimum
method (8) is used instead, the regression equation is D = 0.0027 + 0.00111 My. The fit in both
cases is r > 0.85.
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inferencescan be testedby computerexperiments, in which the time direction is reversed and the process is examined as it
proceedsfrom past to present conditions.
The experimentssimulatepopulationsconsisting of a certain numberof individuals
that reproduceeach generationby random
reassortmentof genes. Figure7 presentsthe
resultsof threesets of experiments.The fate
of 60 differentgenes, initially in identical
frequencies,is examinedover 100,000 generations,a time approximatelyequivalent
to the 1.7 My fromthe emergenceof Homo
erectusto the- present.The probabilityof
reproductionis s = 0 to 0.2 higher for
heterozygotesthan for homozygotes.
Forpopulationsof N = 1000 individuals
(Fig. 7, top panel),withoutselection,all 60
genesbut one arerapidlyeliminated,consistent with the theoreticalexpectationthat
fixation for one gene will occur in 4N =
4000 generations.If the heterozygotes
haves
= 0.01 to 0.02 advantage,which is the
magnitudeoperatingin realpopulations,all
genesbut two or threeareeliminated.Even
with unrealistically
larges advantagesof 0.1
to 0.2, only 8 to 11 genes persist after
100,000 generations.Populationsof 10,000
individuals(Fig. 7, middle panel) are likewise incapableof maintaining60 genesover
many generations.Without natural selection, all genes but one are soon eliminated.

With s = 0.01 to 0.02, only 9 to 11 genes
Table 3. Effectivepopulation size, N, as a function
of various parameter values. T, time in generations; s, selection advantage of the heterozygotes; u, mutationrate per gene per generation for
selected alleles. Ifthe long-term generation time is
15 years, then T = 4.0 x 106 corresponds to 60
My. Ifthe mutationrate per nucleotide site per year
is m = 10-9, halfthe sites yield selected alleles (n
= 135), and the generation time is g = 15 years,
then u = 2.0 x 10-6; the same value of u results
if m = 5 x 10-9, n = 40, and g = 10.
T

u

s

4.0 x 106
4.5 x 10-6
2.0 x 10-6

3.0 x 106
4.5 x 10-6
2.0 x

10-6

2.5 x 106
4.5 x 10-6
2.0 x 10-6

0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.03
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.01

0.02
0.03
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.03

N
1,000,000
297,789
257,430
230,213
194,240
149,072
125,343
750,000
211,793
178,691
157,795
131,196
98,992
82,505
625,000
169,720
141,111
123,668
101,920
76,11 8
63,1 05

;

E
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persistat the end of the experiment.
Mutation is ignored in the simulated
populations.If the mutationrate to alleles
favoredby naturalselection is 5 X 10'
mutationsper gene per generation (8), a
new mutation appearsevery 100 generations in a populationof N = 10,000 individuals.The mutationprocessincreasesthe
numberof genes in the populations,but it
would not be nearlysufficientto maintain
60 genes if s
0.01 to 0.02. With N =
10,000 and s 0.01 or 0.02, the processof
eliminationof the first40 genes is veryfast.
Forpopulationsof N = 100,000individuals(Fig.7, bottompanel),with s = 0.01 to
0.03, 30 to 50 genes remainat the end of
the experiment.If we assume,as above, a
selected mutationrate of 5 x 10-7 mutations per gene per generation,a new overdominantmutationwill ariseevery 10 generations.Most newly arisenmutationshave
a high probabilityof being quicklylost by
chance, even if they are favorablyselected,
but mutationwouldincreasethe numberof
persistinggenes. Dependingon the mutation rate, the numberof genes might approach or reach 60, the numberof DRB1
genes. In conclusion,th-esecomputer-simulated populations yield results consistent
with the theoretical calculation that to
maintain -60 DRB1 genes, human ancestral populations must have consisted of
100,000or moreindividualsover their long
history.
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heritance of the mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) is distinctive and follows a pattern of maternal inheritance. Sons and
daughtersinheritmtDNA fromtheirmothers, but only the daughterstransmitit to
their progeny.
Analysesof the mtDNA from>100 ethnicallydiverseindividualshave shown that
the mtDNA sequencesof modernhumans
coalesceto one ancestralsequence,the "mitochondrial Eve" that existed in Africa
-200,000 yearsago (21). This Eve, however, is not the one mother from whom all
humans descend, but rather a mtDNA mol-

ecule (or the woman carrierof that molecule) fromwhich all modernmtDNA molecules descend.The inferencethat all humans descend from only one or very few
women (1) is basedon a confusionbetween
gene genealogies and individualgenealogies. Gene genealogiesgraduallycoalesce
toward a single DNA ancestralsequence
(such as in Figs.4 and 5), whereasindividual genealogies increase by a factor of 2
each generation:An individual has two
and so on. (The
parents,fourgrandparents,
201

n= 60
N= 1000

10

s =0.2
0=0.1
s = 0.02
s 0.01
s= 0.00

0

0

10

60 -

The Mitochondrial Eve
Mostof the genetic informationis storedin
the chromosomesinside the cell nucleus.
The total DNA in a human cell nucleus
amounts to 6 X 109 nucleotides or base
pairs (bp), half in each set of 23 chromosomes that are inheritedfromeach parent.
A relatively small amount of DNA
(-16,569 bp) exists in the mitochondria,
cell organellesoutsidethe nucleus.The in-
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of 1711 genetic distancesbeFig. 6. Distribution
tween pairsof 59 humanDRB1genes (exon 2);
the mean is D = 0.0675 + 0.0276.
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Fig. 7. Loss of genetic polymorphism in computer-simulated populations initiated with 60 genes
(alleles)at identicalfrequencies. The 100,000 generations correspond to -1 .7 My,the time elapsed
since the emergence of Homo erectus. The effective size of populations is N individuals;the selection advantage of the heterozygotes is s. The persisting genes are censused at 100-generation in-

tervals.The populations"reproduce"by random
sampling,at each generation,of N pairsof genes
froman infinitepooithathas the gene frequencies
observedinthe previousgeneration.
1933

theoreticalnumberof ancestorsfor any one
individual becomes enormous after some
tens of generations,but "inbreeding"occurs;that is, aftersome generations,ancestors appearmore than once in the genealogy.) Coalescence to one ancestral gene
originallypresent in one individual does
not disallowthe contemporaryexistence of
manyother ancestorsfrom whom we have
inheritedthe other genes.
The conclusion warranted by the
mtDNA analysisis that the mitochondrial
Eveis the ancestorof modernhumansin the
maternalline. Any personhas a single ancestor in the maternalline in any given
generation. Thus, a person inherits the
in the
mtDNA fromthe great-grandmother
maternalline, but also inheritsother genes
fromthe threeothergreat-grandmothers
and
the four great-grandfathers
(about oneeighth of the total DNA from each greatgrandparent).The mtDNA that we have
inheritedfromthe mitochondrialEve represents a four-hundred-thousandth
partof the
DNA presentin any modernhuman.The
restof the DNA, 400,000 timesthe amount
of mtDNA, was inheritedfrom other contemporariesof the mitochondrialEve.
The theoryof gene coalescencemakesit
possibleto estimatethe numberof ancestors
who werecontemporariesof the mitochondrial Eve. The mtDNA is inherited as a
single copy, fromonly one parent,and the
mtDNA polymorphismis largely neutral.
According to the theory, the coalescence
into a single ancestralmoleculeis expected
to be T 2Nfgenerationsago, whereNf is
the numberof motherspergeneration.This
inferenceassumesconstant populationsize
and other conditions that are unlikely in
reality,so that the conclusionsreachedare
If we assume20
only roughapproximations.
yearsper generation,the 200,000 years of
the mtDNA coalescenceyield T 10,000
generations;therefore,Nf 5000 mothers
and N = 10,000 individuals,which is almost certainlyan underestimate(22).
Otherestimatesplace the coalescenceof
the mtDNA at 143,000 and 298,000 years
ago (23). One recent analysis,which takes
into accountvariablesubstitutionratesfor
differentsitesof the mtDNA genomeand is
supportedby computersimulations,yields
an estimateof 622,000 to 889,000 yearsago
(22) and correspondsto N = 31,100 to
44,450 individuals.As noted earlier,estimates of mean coalescencetime as a function of N, and vice versa,have largevariances. When the sampleof genes is large,
the standarddeviationof the mean for mitochondrialDNA is >N/2 (13). The 95%
confidence interval coalescence corre-

to explorethe
history.We want,nevertheless,
likelihoodthat a bottleneckdidoccur.When
the numberof individualsin a population
oscillatesfromgenerationto generation,small
largeeffect
numbershavea disproportionately
on the valueof N, becauseN is the harmonic
meanof the populationsizeovertime.Therefore,verynarrowor long-lastingbottlenecks
areinconsistentwith the DRB1results.HowThe ZFYAdam
ever, the questionremainswhetheran occasional populationbottleneckmay have ocA genetic gender counterpart of the
mtDNA is the Y chromosome,which is curred,andif so, how smallit couldbe. It has
transmittedfromfathersto sons.Regionsof been suggestedthat a populationbottleneck
the Y chromosomedo not have homologs occurredat the transitionfrom archaicto
in the X chromosomeand thus are trans- modernH. sapiens,some 100,000to 200,000
mittedthroughthe paternalline, just as the yearsago (1, 21, 24).
The consequencesof a populationbotmtDNA is inheritedthroughthe maternal
line. A 729-bpfragmentof the Y-chromo- tleneck dependnot only on the size of the
bottleneck,Nb, but also on the numberof
some ZFYgene (thought to be involved in
the maturationof testesor sperm)has been bottleneckgenerations,tb.A usefulmeasure
sequencedin 38 men, of diversegeographic for evaluatingthe effectsof a bottleneckis
origins and representativeof majorethnic the ratio Nb/tb, which if <10 leads to a
drasticreductionin genetic polymorphism
groups,and no variationwasobserved(24).
(18). Thus, a bottleneckof 100 individuals
Comparisonwith the homologousregionof
the greatapesyieldsa rateof substitutionof wouldsubstantiallyreducegenetic variation
if it lasted 10 or more generations,but
1.35 X 10-9 nucleotides per site per year.
balancing selection facilitates the persisAssuming that substitutions in this DNA
tence of polymorphismsthrougha bottlesegment are neutral, coalescence theory
neck (25). The persistenceof HLA polyyields 270,000 years as the expected date for
morphismsover millions of years requires
the last common ancestor of the ZFY gene
that the sizeof humanancestralpopulations
of modern humans, with 95% confidence
be at leastNs = 10 at all times (7, 17). If s
limits from 0 to 800,000 years (24). The
= 0.01, the minimumpopulationsize poscarrier of the ancestral ZFY gene predicted
sible at any time would thereforebe Nb =
by these calculations is the ancestor of all
1000. The minimum number must have
modern humans in the paternal line. As was
been in fact much larger,becausehuman
the case for the mitochondrial Eve, this
population bottlenecks cannot last just a
"ZFYAdam" is the individual from which
few generations.Many generationsare reall humans have inherited the ZFY gene,
quired for a human population to grow
but he is not our only ancestor in his genfrom 1000 to its long-term mean, which
eration. We have inherited the other thouwe have estimated to be -100,000 indisands of genes from many other contempoviduals.The rate of growthof humanpopraries of this Adam.
ulations throughout the Pleistocene has
The expected coalescence of a DNA
been estimatedto be -0.02% per generapolymorphism that is transmitted in a single
copy and paternally inherited is T = 2NTm, tion (26).
populationsareuseComputer-simulated
where Nm is the number of males. If we
ful for exploringthe minimumbottleneck
assume 20 years per generation, the coalessize that wouldallow the persistenceof the
cence to the ancestral ZFY gene yields an
The resultsin Fig. 8
DRBI polymorphism.
effective population size of 6750 fathers, or
are basedon 200 separatecomputerruns.If
13,500 individuals, with a 95% confidence
there is no selection (s = 0) and we ignore
40,000 individuals. If we
upper limit of N
the time requiredfor a populationto grow
account for the standard deviation of the
backto its long-termpopulationsize,and if
mean coalescence, the 95% upper limit for
we assume that 70 gene lineages were
N would increase to 80,000 individuals.
presentbeforethe bottleneck,the smallest
The ZFYresults are thus consistent with the
bottleneckthat wouldallow the persistence
mtDNA-derived and DRB I -derived estiof 60 of these 70 gene lineagesis 510 to 550
mates that human ancestral populations
individuals(Fig. 8, top panel). When we
have been -100,000 individuals for milaccountfor the time requiredfor the populions of years.
lation to recover to its averagesize, the
minimumpopulationsize at the bottleneck
Population Bottlenecks
becomes substantiallylarger. Assuming a

spondingly extends at the upper end to
>88,900 generations and an equal number
of individuals. Thus, despite considerable
uncertainty, the mtDNA results yield a

Neither the mtDNA results nor the ZFY results lead to the conclusion that narrowpopulation bottlenecks consisting of one or very
few couples have occurredin human ancestral

1934

mean populationsize that rangesbetween
10,000 and >50,000 individualsthroughout the Pleistocene. This finding is consistent with the estimate based on the
DRBI polymorphismof a population size
on the order of 100,000 individualsover
the last 60 My.
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rate of population increase of R =1% per
generation (which is 50 times the average
growth rate of humnanpopulations throughout the Pleistocene) (26) and population
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growthto 100,000individuals,4490 to 4590
individualsare the minimumbottleneckfor
passing60 alleles(Fig.8, top panel).
Overdominant selection reduces only
slightlythe minimumnumberof individuals
requiredat the bottleneck.When s = 0.01,
the minimumbottlenecksizefor passing60
of the 70 alleles is 500 to 540 individualsif
we ignorethe requiredgrowthbackto longterm numbers,but 4310 to 4380 when we
take populationgrowthto 100,000 individuals into account (Fig. 8, middle panel).
Even with the unrealisticallyhigh s = 0.1,
the correspondingvalues become 490 to
530 and 3410 to 3510 (Fig. 8, bottompanel). It maybe concludedthat, to accountfor
the DRB1 polymorphism,the minimum
possiblenumberof individualsat a bottleneck is at least4000; this numberis consistent with the lowerestimatesderivedfrom
the mtDNA and the ZFYgene.
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Fig. 8. Minimum size of bottleneck populations.
The ordinate displays the average probability
P60170 (based on 200 computer-simulated populations) that 60 of the initial70 genes will persist. The selective advantage of the heterozygotes is s, and the rate of population growth per
generation is R 1.01. The bottleneck lasts 10
generations. A gives the probabilityof survival at

the end of the bottleneck;B and 0 take into
account the growth of the populationto N=
10,000 and 100,000 individuals,respectively.
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Census Populations
The parameterN that I have used for estimating the size of human populations is a theoretical construct that corresponds approximately to the numberof synchronouslyreproducing individuals.The census numberis likely to be about four or five times greater. In
humans and in other primates, a number of
individuals,possiblyone-third of the total, do
not reproduce at all. Of the females who
reproduce,only about one-third are actively
reproducingat any given time; the others are
juveniles or are beyond reproductive age.
With the use of these rough approximations,
we can conclude that N is about two-ninths of
the census population. A long-term effective
population size of N = 100,000 corresponds,
therefore,to a census populationof 400,000 to
500,000 individuals.A bottleneck population
of N = 4000 similarlycorrespondsto 15,000
to 20,000 census individuals.Population subdivision would affect the value of N estimated
from the DRB1 genealogy. If human ancestral
populations consisted of several synchronous
but relatively isolated populations,fewer individuals than were estimated above would be
required to account for the DRB1 polymorphisms, although the order of magnitude
would not change (18).

The Origin of Modern Humans
The hominid lineage diverged from the
chimpanzee lineage at -6 Ma, and it
evolved exclusively in the African continent
until the emergence of Homo erectussomewhat before 1.7 Ma. The first known hominid, Ardipithecusramidus, lived around 4.4
Ma, but it is uncertain whether it was bipedal or in the direct line of descent to modern
humans (27). The recently describedAustralopithecusanamensis,dated at 3.9 to 4.2 Ma,
was bipedal and has been placed in the line
of descent to A. afarensis, H. habilis, H.
erectus,and H. sapiens (28).
Shortly after its emergence in Africa, H.
erectusspread to other continents. Fossil remains of H. erectushave been found in Africa,
Indonesia (Java),China, the Middle East,and
Europe (29-33). Homo erectus fossils from
Java have been dated at 1.81 ? 0.04 and 1.66
? 0.04 Ma (30), and from Georgia between
1.6 and 1.8 Ma (31 ). Anatomically distinctive
H. erectus fossils deposited before 780,000
years ago have been found in Spain (32).
The transition from H. erectusto H. sapiens occurred around 400,000 years ago, but
there is uncertaintyas to whether some fossils
are H. erectusor "archaic"formsof H. sapiens
(33). Moreover,H. erectuspersistedfurtherin
Asia, until 250,000 years ago in China and
perhapsuntil 100,000 years ago in Java (33).
apThe subspeciesH. sapiensneaniderthalensis
peared in Europe around 200,000 years ago
and persisteduntil 30,000 yearsago. The NeSCIENCE * VOL. 270
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anderthalshave been thought to be ancestral to anatomicallymodern humans, but
now we know that modern humans appeared at least 100,000 years ago, much
before the disappearanceof Neanderthal
fossils. It is puzzlingthat in caves in the
MiddleEast,fossilsof anatomicallymodern
humansprecedeas well as follow Neanderthal fossils.Some modernhumansaredated
at 120,000 to 100,000 years ago, whereas
Neanderthals are dated at 60,000 and
70,000 years,followed by modernhumans
dated at 40,000 years (34). It is unclear
whetherthe two formsrepeatedlyreplaced
one another by migrationfrom other regions, or whetherthey coexisted,or indeed
whether interbreedingmay have occurred.
There is considerablecontroversyabout
the origin of modernhumans(22, 33-36).
Some anthropologistsarguethat the transition from H. erectus to archaic H. sapiens,

and later to anatomicallymodernhumans,
occurredconsonantlyin variouspartsof the
Old World. Proponentsof this "multiregional model" emphasize fossil regional
continuityin the transitionfromH. erectus
to archaic and then modern H. sapiens.
However, they postulate that genetic exchangeoccurredfromtime to time between
populations,so that the speciesevolvedas a
single gene pool, even though geographic
differentiationoccurredand persisted,just
as geographicallydifferentiatedpopulations
exist in other animalspecies(29, 35). This
explanationis dependenton the postulate
of persistentmigrationsand interbreeding
between populationsfrom differentcontinents, of which no direct evidence exists.
Moreover, it is difficult to reconcile the
multiregionalmodelwith the contemporary
existence of different species or forms in
differentregions.
Otherscientistsargueinsteadthatmodern
humansfirstarosein Africaor in the Middle
Eastsomewhatearlierthan 100,000yearsago
and spreadfromtherethroughoutthe world,
replacingthe preexistingpopulationsof H.
erectusor archaic H. sapiens(21, 23, 37-39).
Someproponentsof thisAfricanreplacement
modelarguefurtherthat the transitionfrom
archaicto modernH. sapienswas associated
with a verynarrowbottleneck,and that this
bottleneckconsistedof a small numberof
individualswho arethe ancestorsof all modern humans.The postulateof a narrowpopulationbottleneckderivesfroma misunderstandingand need not be entertained.The
most serious difficulty with the replacement

modelis that it leavesunexplainedthe apparent morphologicalcontinuity observed in
some regions,most notably in Australasia
(29, 35).
The reconstruction of the rntDNA genealogical tree places its root in Africa (21,
23), consistent with the African origin favored by proponents of the replacement
1935

model (37-39). This evidence is, however,
farfromconclusive.The mtDNA root pinpoints only the ancestor in the maternal
line, but the muchlargernuclearDNA may
have genealogicalrootsin otherpartsof the
world.
Additionalmolecularevidence favoring
Africanancestryderives,however,fromthe
from 14
analysisof 30 DNA polymorphisms
populations(38). The genealogical
worldwide
tree derivedfrom averagegenetic distances
ancestralAfricanfromderivednonseparates
The deepestsplitin the
Africanpopulations.
genealogyis dated at -156,000 yearsago,
whichthusestimatesthe time when modern
humansspreadfrom Africa throughoutthe
noteworworld.Theseresultsareparticularly
thy becausethe analysissoughtto determine
ratherthan
the historyof humanpopulations
the ancestryof individualgenes [see also
(39)].Evenso, thereseemsto be no definitive
reasonto excludethe possibilitythatdifferent
origins.
genesmayhavedifferentpopulational
The averagedistanceswouldthen reflectthe
relativegenomiccontributionof variousanThe resultswouldthusbe
cestralpopulations.
compatiblewith a modelin whicha modem
Africanreplacementwas concomitantwith
someregionalcontinuity(40).
In conclusion,the weightof the molecular evidencefavorsa recent Africanorigin
for modernhumans.Ethnic differentiation
betweenmodernhumanpopulationswould
thereforebe evolutionarilyrecent,a resultof
divergentevolutionbetweengeographically
separatedpopulationsduringthe last50,000
to 100,000years.However,the replacement
of archaicH. sapiensby anatomicallymodern humansmay not have been complete
everywhere.Some interbreedingbetween
the colonizingmodern humans and local
populationswouldaccountfor the apparent
morphologicalcontinuity in some regions,
particularlyAustralasia(29, 35, 39). The
currentblossomingof molecularevolutionary anthropologysurelywill soon provide
moredefinitiveand preciseanswers.
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